In This Issue: Mini-Theme on Geriatric Care and Cancer Screening

This issue includes several articles pertinent to geriatric medicine, along with a related commentary by Warshaw. In a striking pair of articles, Hudson provides evidence suggesting that prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing is dramatically overused, whereas Mohan reports that men overestimate the value of treating prostate cancer diagnosed by PSA screening; both of these conditions lead to overtreatment. Although the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) does not recommend regular prostate cancer screening with PSA testing at any age group, even those professional groups that do recommend testing do not suggest doing so in men of advanced age. However, physicians and their patients are not following any of these guidelines when it comes to PSA testing, as reported by Hudson et al.

The motivation to order an easy test for a common cancer seems great, and malpractice claims magnify the physician desire to do so. And, although specific informed consent can make a difference, it seems much easier to just do a simple blood test and avoid the time-intensive detailed informed consent required for the PSA test which has poor test characteristics. Apparently PSA testing is thought of as better than nothing by many men and their doctors. In turn, this overtesting translates into overtreatment.

Mohan et al clearly show that men overestimate the gain of treating prostate cancer found by PSA testing in terms of life expectancy. What to do? One answer is suggested in the Hudson study, which found that the practices with the best communication did better at not testing. Does this mean these practices have discussions with patients about when and how to test? Or, that office staff did not automatically assume PSA testing was needed? The answers to these questions could help us find an intervention to decrease overtesting. And, we need to work further on the role of the family physician in helping patients decide about prostate cancer treatment as well. It would also help if some major national group actually campaigned against PSA testing for men over age 75.

Age itself, however, is not a major marker for complication in many diseases; this is explicitly found in Grover et al's study of urinary tract infections (UTIs), and this is also noted in the review of foot and ankle surgery for the older patient. In the UTI study, medical comorbidity was more important than age as a patient outcome factor. Similarly, as foot surgeries now involve less invasive procedures, medical comorbidities are more important than age per se in determining who should receive these procedures or what the complication rates might be.

Daly et al give us new information important to adherence in patients with diabetes: the cost of self-behaviors and depression most interfered with diabetes control, whereas the hassle of self-behaviors were less of an issue. Diabetes is a disease that requires multiple types of self-behaviors, from eating well (which takes time, money, and planning) to exercise (again, at minimum takes time and planning) to medication (cost and planning) and doctor visits. Although we do not yet know whether depression decreases adherence and increases HbA1c or the opposite (ie, that poor diabetes control somehow creates depression on a physiologic level), certainly depression interferes with self-motivation and self-care. Given cost as a significant issue, insurers should consider making available low or no-cost medication and exercise opportunities, or they should financially reward those who do exercise regularly. Some insurers have successfully done so.

Breast cancer risk assessment is diffusing into primary care practice. Women frequently ask about cancer risk, and physicians often provide answers. Many physicians have recommended testing for the breast cancer gene (BRCA1 and 2). A minority of physicians have used risk assessment software. For many patient questions, specific risk assessment instruments are not needed, given that not many women are particularly high risk and that
many of the answers would be straightforward. However, when faced with a borderline or questionable case, the risk assessment software could clarify the need for testing.

Pain as a fifth vital sign collected by nurses was often done in a relatively informal manner, leading to some discrepancies with the standardized research measures as reported by Lorenz et al.\textsuperscript{12} Overall, the pain scale does not seem particularly helpful as a routine previst measure: for example, do we mean pain at the moment, on average over this week, on average since last visit, or the most intense pain since last visit? Which pain—their knee pain, their neck pain, their tooth pain? Pain scales are more likely to be beneficial when used for addressing a specific individual problem, and they are likely to perform better for acute than chronic, intermittent pain.

In another common entity, atrial fibrillation, Niska et al\textsuperscript{13} note that an increasing percent of patients are receiving the recommended drug to prevent strokes—more than 50% of visits noted Coumadin/warfarin. Coumadin was less likely when aspirin was mentioned, and aspirin was being used for many patients instead of Coumadin. Although there are sometimes contraindications to warfarin, or strong patient preferences, the reasons for the choice of aspirin over Coumadin remain unclear, or undocumented. Meantime, there was also less prescribing of Coumadin for women or minorities, suggesting unwarranted disparities. We should think clearly and not make presumptions about adherence when considering Coumadin treatment for atrial fibrillation.

Howard et al\textsuperscript{3} find that consistency of care is associated with better blood pressure control, but, unfortunately, that African-Americans were less likely to receive consistent care. The reasons for these disparities are frequently related to the social determinants of health, from economics to racism. In fact, Gottlieb\textsuperscript{14} reminds us that the increasingly popular medical home concept will not trump the social determinants of health and questions what the role of the medical home should be in changing those same determinants. Food for thought. What are your thoughts on family medicine’s role in changing the societal issues that prominently determine health?

Hand dermatitis\textsuperscript{15} is, in my (MAB) experience, less common in the elderly, because so much is related one way or another to people’s work exposures, both irritant and allergic versions. Retirement sometimes works wonders in hand dermatitis that has evaded diagnosis for years.

Ueng et al\textsuperscript{16} present an interesting case of Long QT Syndrome masquerading as generalized epilepsy; this should be a reminder than Long QT Syndrome sometimes presents as seizures. The resting electrocardiogram may not reveal a long QT interval. Read this case to get a better handle on the distinguishing characteristics of Long QT Syndrome that can provide hints leading to its diagnosis.

We have a couple of other shorter pieces for consideration. Justin\textsuperscript{17} ruminates on being taken care of emotionally by former patients after retirement. In our research letter this month, White et al\textsuperscript{18} note the same high use of complementary and alternative medicine up to 9 years after immigration versus those who have been in the US more than 9 years.
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